COMMUNITY VOICES
VOICES FOR CHANGE

Community Voices hears
what matters to people, it
gathers the stories of our
communities, in their own
words and through their
preferred formats

Who Are We?
•

We are individuals from across teams, communities, organizations and
systems who come together to think differently about the relationship between
communities and systems.

•

We use community organizing principles to drive change – asset-based
approaches, volunteering, deep listening and dialogic change, building
grassroots energy for change.

•

We facilitate open and safe spaces (both face-to-face and virtual) where
people with diverse views and experiences share their authentic story and
commit to take action

•

We aim to achieve big impact in complex systems through connections,
networks and partnerships.

•

We offer a emergent perspective to the challenges facing health and care that
are rooted in conversations, stories, and ethnographic approaches to change.

•

We encourage a high level of conscious inquiry, equality competence and
community insight.
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We Use Systems To Tackle All Forms Of
Inequality & Social Injustice
New Power & Old Power – where does the
power lie to tackle health inequalities going
forward post Covid-19
A different conversation
A different approach
https://youtu.be/c2BFArWDPpk

Conversation generation films
Community Voices: Voices for Change
Community Voices: Communication and (mis)
information
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Theory of Change
Change begins with conversations with communities and systems working together on
shared agenda. This focuses on deep listening to the voices of communities, and
evolves and change with time, and may be revisited as often as what you deliver on
the ground changes. The issues of power, identity, language, culture are key to
making this happen. The goal is to continually seek to understand difference, diversity,
equality and inclusion in public services.

Output and
Outcome
Measures

Evidence
Stories, videos, poems, interactions,
innovative organising practices, virtual
communities across systems

Most Significant Change
Building confidence to share
stories and ideas for change

Contribution Analysis
Oorganisational development
Leadership and cultural change
New form of organising and
mobilising for change

PERFORMANCE AND IMPACT
the narrative for change

OUR
STARTING
POINT
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Methodology
&
Approach
‘…the heart of Community
Voices is situated in ways
of knowing and
researching that see value
in stories as a form of
acceptable, robust and
important research, and
valid sources of data. It
works with people and
communities and
positions them as central
to producing knowledge.’
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Messages from Stories So Far
• Race and ethnicity impact on health and social outcomes
(deep anger, loss, fear and anxiety on impact in BAME
community)
• Consistent disparities across systems, services, and
opportunities
• Systemic inequalities exist despite transformation
investment (physical social, mental health, economic
disadvantage, diabetes, multiple long term conditions)
• Barriers to good quality health and social care service
lack of trust, stigma, stereotypes
• The pandemic exposed and exacerbated longstanding
inequalities affecting BAME groups in the UK
(overcrowding, un-employment, access to green space,
feeling safe in your neighbourhood)
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It's just been on-going
dealing with death
and bereavement"

"She's scared, she is
terrified, she doesn't
want to die there…
and the more she is
becoming fearful the
more breathless she is
getting"

"people need to feel
safe to go to hospitals
in the case of
emergency, attend
appointments and feel
encouraged to contact
their GP’s when
unwell."

We use humour
to get through
that…It's a stress
reliever but we go
dark
sometimes…”

“If one of us gets it,
we all get it”, “who
can take that fear
away?”, “I hope and
pray every day”.

"The support I have
received from my family
and friends helped me
to come out through the
dark time."

"Sometimes it is hard to
manage the over whelming
pain that people we are
supporting, that they are
dealing with during this time,
I find that I am unable to just
shut off from some of our
service users, as they have
such high priority needs and
I am always trying to support
them..."

"These wards are behind the
Hospital. And you know, when
they say "no visitors", so imagine,
someone is actually dying, and
you are not going to allow any
visitors. I didn't sleep for 2 nights,
I mean it really affected me.
Because I would not have wanted
anybody to die without their family
close to them... When my father
died, he died in Kenya and I
couldn't be with him or go to the
funeral and it stayed with me."
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Time To Flip the script on resetting
the NHS Perhaps?
• Growing sense of unease with the lack of
progress on health inequalities
• Reset vs. radical overhaul

• Messages for system leaders
• What is not working – (maybe) cannot be
fixed

• Use a different starting point for change
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What We Have Heard So Far Mirrors The
Recommendations From National Engagement

‘Throughout the stakeholder engagement
exercise, it was both clearly and consistently
expressed that without explicit consideration of
ethnicity, racism and structural disadvantage in
our responses to COVID-19 and tackling health
inequalities there is a risk of partial
understanding of the processes producing poor
health outcomes and ineffective intervention.
No work was done to review the evidence base
behind stakeholders comments’.
Beyond the data: Understanding the impact of
COVID-19 on BAME groups
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SO WHAT NOW…?
the energy for change is palpable, there needs to be a
willingness to lead from a place of diversity, passion
and a desire to accelerate change
Move outside comfort zones and explore perspectives,
realities, change ideas.
Stand out from the noise and the crowd in your
response to Covid-19.
Share your voice, power, change story – intentions,
aspirations, and commitments.
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Appendix 1:
Methodology and Approach
Community Participatory Research / Asset –Based Approach
• Phase one – capture insights from citizens, communities, system
leaders into the factors that may be influencing the relationship
and impact of COVID-19 on BAME communities and strategies
for addressing inequalities. Use qualitative deductive framework
to theme and synthesise the data
• Phase two – place the stories and insights at the centre of
transformation discussions. The stories are the able to go
beyond feedback to a become central conversations for change
• Phase three – Evaluate both approach and methodology as an
effective tool for affecting change (evidence-based; outcomes
orientated systematically applied scaled-up appropriately,
appropriately resourced sustainable)
• Phase four – expand the remit to include wider social
inequalities
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